Abstract. Dynamic model of the moving belt system with tensioner pulley is studied in this paper. Belt is considered elastic continuous element, and pulley and tensioner arm are discrete element. Considering the geometrical nonlinearity and Kelvin viscoelastic constitutive model, the kinetic energy, potential energy and work done by external forces of moving belt system with tensioner pulley are given respectively. Then, the nonlinear equations of motion for the moving viscoelastic belt system with tensioner pulley are obtained by using the Hamilton's principle. Note that nonlinear oscillations of the belt and pulley oscillations are coupled.
Introduction
The moving belt system with tensioner pulley has wide applications in the areas of engineering. As an axially moving material, the transverse vibration of moving belt has been investigated extensively [1] [2] [3] . For moving belt system with tensioner pulley, oscillations of the belt and pulley oscillations are coupled and it exhibit complex dynamical equation and dynamical characteristics. However, the most studies neglect the viscoelasticity of the belt and regard belt as elastic material.
In this paper, considering the viscoelasticity of belt material, nonlinear equations of motion of moving belt system with tensioner pulley are derived. Oscillations of the belt and pulley oscillations are coupled and the dynamical equations are complex. 
Dynamic Model of the Moving Belt System with Tensioner Pulley
In this paper, it is assumed that the belt tension dominates the transverse stiffness of the belt. Then, an axially moving viscoelastic belt can be modeled as a string, and the pulleys are considered discrete element, as shown in Fig.1 .
For string model, the effects of the moment of inertia of the cross-sectional area and shear deformation can be ignored. The strain of string caused by axial displacement is given by
here, i u and i w are the longitudinal and transverse deflections in span i from equilibrium. The belt is considered homogeneous viscoelastic material and it obeys the linear viscoelastic differential constitutive relation. Taking into account the Kelvin viscoelastic constitutive model, the dynamic tensions in the belt spans become 2 , , 2 , ,
where, E is the stiffness constant of belt, η is the dynamical viscous coefficient of belt.
In the following analysis, the extended Hamilton's principle is used to derive the nonlinear governing equations of motion of the belt and pulley coupled system. The kinetic energy, T, of the moving viscoelastic belt and pulley coupled system is ( ) 
where i J , i r and i θ are the mass moment of inertia, radius, and rotation angle from equilibrium of the ith discrete element, respectively. m is mass of belt, c is the belt axial velocity, and i L is the length of belt span i . Subscripts ,x or ,t denote the partial derivative with respect to that variable, x represents a spanwise coordinate, and t is time.
The potential energy of the belt and pulley coupled system is ( ) 
where i σ and i φ are the coordinate and wrap angles on pulley i respectively, and 3r θ is the tensioner spring deflection in the reference position. Here the total tension of belt span i is
The work done by external forces includes that done by the tractive tension ti P and viscoelastic damping. The expression for external work is 
According to the geometrical nonlinearity and Kelvin viscoelastic constitutive model, the kinetic energy, potential energy and work of the moving viscoelastic belt system with tensioner pulley are given respectively.
Equations of Motion of Moving Viscoelastic Belt System with Tensioner Pulley
In this section, the equations of motion of the moving belt and pulley will be obtained by Hamilton's principle. Substituting equations (3), (4) and (6) into Hamilton's principle, ( )
Here T, U and W d are the kinetic energy, the potential energy, and the virtual work done by the external forces, respectively. After integrating by parts where needed, the government equations of motion for the belt spans are Owing to longitudinal vibration compared to transverse vibration is very small, as a consequence, one may neglect the longitudinal vibration. Under the "quasi-static stretching" assumption, the dynamic tension in the belt span di P become
and are uniform throughout the span. With this assumption, the equations for the transverse vibration of moving belt reduce to For ease, the motion equations of the discrete elements in terms of displacements along the arc-lengths are 
